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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Yebin Jiang, MD, PhD 
University of Michigan  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Oct-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a well designed study and well-written manuscript, 
addressing an important and interesting issue of lifelong bound feet 
and bone properties. Though foot binding had life-long negative 
impact on bone quantity, the neuromusculoskeletal coordination of 
the bound feet postmenopausal women with active life style can 
compensate to prevent fractures, implying the importance of body 
balance maintenance in prevention of fragility fractures. There is 
significance of the study in social and health-care aspects to raise 
the awareness of osteoporosis prevention measures in rural regions 
of China, and the importance of physical activities and/or exercise.  
 
Specific comments:  
1. It would be nice to add "of 2 cases" after "a small subset" in 
Abstract.  
2. Is there any difference in tissue level of cortical bone mineral 
density in the distal tibia compared with general population?  
3. It would be great to include the data of distal radius measures, as 
it may be independence of the weight bearing and possibly of bound 
feet. 

 

REVIEWER Gu, Yaodong 
Ningbo University 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Dec-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS  
 
General comments: this paper is a quite interesting study with large 
numbers of subject samples of bound feet females and sounding 
reasonable results. It shows the physical condition of the bound feet 
women suffered lifelong time of feet binding. But there are still some 
revision should be made to make your ideas convincing and clear. 
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Specific comments 
 
‘Methods’ part: 
 
authors mentioned Appendix A, B & C in the first paragraph and 
Appendix D in the third paragraph of Methods, but I cannot get the 
appendix. 
 
From a reader’s point of view, I highly recommend you to separate 
the ‘Figures and Tables’ in the main content with those figures and 
tables in the supplement for easy understanding and checking 
relevant information. 
 
Results part: 
 
‘Heel quantitative ultrasound (QUS)’ part 
 
You wrote ‘Figure 5A shows T and Z…… (Figure 3)’ in the first 
sentence, but where is the ‘Figure 5A’? 
 
Supplement III 
 
You mentioned the subjects participated in the gait and balance 
analysis are bound feet women with same mean QUS values, so 
what are the other information (age, height weight) of these two 
bound feet females? These difference might influence the gait 
characteristics and balance ability. 
 
Another missing information is the control group in the gait and 
balance analysis. They are the native Hong Kong women or from 
Luliang county with bound feet women? As you discussed about the 
daily life activities or custom may affect these abilities, the plantar 
pressure characteristics and balancing abilities comparable between 
bound feet women and control group? These information should be 
provided. 

 

REVIEWER Rennie Howard 
New York University  
United States of America 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Dec-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Comments:  
1) The language needs editing throughout the paper. There are 
grammatical errors that can easily be fixed, but the phrasing and 
choice of words need to be addressed in multiple areas as it is 
difficult to understand what is being said. An example would be the 
final sentence in the conclusion of the abstract which states, "A 
compensation mechanism for women with bound feet with no 
difference in fragility fracture might be related on not affected 
capability in body balance tested for the small subset..." A rephrase 
might be, "Women with bound feet and osteoporosis did not have a 
higher incidence of fragility fracture when compared to controls. This 
might be explained by a compensation in physical activity that 
improves body balance."  
 
2) I am not sure that most readers would be familiar with heel QUS 
as a measure of osteoporosis. While references are provided, it 
would be helpful to detail this more in the body of the paper.  
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3) The data presented for the 2 subjects who were able to undergo 
DEXA has perhaps been overstated in the text as this is really more 
case report given the small number of subjects.  
 
4) I would like to see relative risk calculations for previous fractures 
and osteoporosis in Table 1.  
 
5) I wonder whether you could comment on potential cultural 
differences between subjects with bound feet vs. non-bound feet 
and how this might influence subjects' responses on the SF-36 
lifestyle questionnaire.  
 
6) It seems that the final conclusion is that osteoporosis resulting 
from bound feet does not increase the risk for fragility fracture. The 
lifestyle questionnaire did not show any differences between groups 
in terms of physical activity etc. Yet it is hypothesized that it is the 
compensatory balance mechanics that might explain the lack of 
difference in fracture risk. This hypothesis seems to contradict the 
findings in the questionnaire and I wonder whether there might be a 
way to measure gait or balance differences between the groups.   

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1 No. Comments Text Changes in the Revised Version Author’s Response (Changes made 

mentioned below have all been integrated in the resubmitted version and indicated with line numbers 

shown in the left column)  

1 General Comments:  

This is a well-designed study and well-written manuscript, addressing an important and interesting 

issue of lifelong bound feet and bone properties. Though foot binding had life-long negative impact on 

bone quantity, the neuromusculoskeletal coordination of the bound feet postmenopausal women with 

active life style can compensate to prevent fractures, implying the importance of body balance 

maintenance in prevention of fragility fractures. There is significance of the study in social and health-

care aspects to raise the awareness of osteoporosis prevention measures in rural regions of China, 

and the importance of physical activities and/or exercise.  

 

N/A Thanks for encouragement and confirming efforts of our multidisciplinary efforts for bone 

research and health promotion as well as the significance of the findings of this unique study!  

2 Specific comments  

 

1) It would be nice to add "of 2 cases" after "a small subset" in Abstract.  

 

2) Is there any difference in tissue level of cortical bone mineral density in the distal tibia compared 

with general population?  

 

3) It would be great to include the data of distal radius measures, as it may be independence of the 

weight bearing and possibly of bound feet.  

 

 

Manuscript:  

Page 2, Line 12  

 

Supplement II:  

Page 2, Lines 2-4  
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Manuscript: Page 9, Lines17-18  

& Supplement II: Page 2, Lines 2-4  

 

 

Manuscript: Page 9, Lines 19-22.  

 

Added as suggested!  

 

 

There was 18.1% lower cortical vBMD (Dcomp) in women with bound feet compared with reference 

database of the same age group (60-79) (Refer to Supplement II Table) while the difference for 

trabecular vBMD was 42.7% lower in women with bound feet, suggesting that cortical vBMD was not 

so affect in women with bound feet. We specified in the revised version of Supplement II and also 

discussed in the revised Manuscript accordingly.  

 

Thanks for the advices and unfortunately we did not include distal radius for HR-pQCT measurement 

and we do agree with reviewer’s comments on potential weight-bearing dependent bone properties. 

We therefore supplemented this point Discussion of the revised version the following: “If such 

difference would be independent of weight bearing, measurements at non-weight bearing skeletal 

sites such as at distal radius of a sizable study subgroup of future studies might provide relevant 

evidences to support this hypothesis.”  

Reviewer 2 1 General comments:  

This paper is a quite interesting study with large numbers of subject samples of bound feet females 

and sounding reasonable results. It shows the physical condition of the bound feet women suffered 

lifelong time of feet binding. But there are still some revision should be made to make your ideas 

convincing and clear.  

N/A  

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for highlighting the significance of our unique study! We also appreciate comments made 

below.  

2 Specific comments  

1) ‘Methods’ part: authors mentioned Appendix A, B & C in the first paragraph and Appendix D in the 

third paragraph of Methods, but I cannot get the appendix. From a reader’s point of view, I highly 

recommend you to separate the ‘Figures and Tables’ in the main content with those figures and tables 

in the supplement for easy understanding and checking relevant information.  

 

2) Results part: ‘Heel quantitative ultrasound (QUS)’ part You wrote ‘Figure 5A shows T and Z…… 

(Figure 3)’ in the first sentence, but where is the ‘Figure 5A’?  

 

3) Supplement III: You mentioned the subjects participated in the gait and balance analysis are bound 

feet women with same mean QUS values, so what are the other information (age, height weight) of 

these two bound feet females? These difference might influence the gait characteristics and balance 

ability.  

 

4) Another missing information is the control group in the gait and balance analysis. They are the 

native Hong Kong women or from Luliang county with bound feet women? As you discussed about 

the daily life activities or custom may affect these abilities, the plantar pressure characteristics and 

balancing abilities comparable between bound feet women and control group? These information 
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should be provided.  

 

N/a 

 

 

Page 8, Line 11  

 

Supplement III, page 4, Lines 8-12  

 

Supplement III, Page 1, Lines 27-32  

1) Concerning the Appendices that the Reviewer No. 2 mentioned not available for him/her to assess, 

it might be a system problem and editorial office may check and send to the reviewers directly. We 

separated the files as suggested during re-submission.  

 

2) It is Figure 3 instead of Figure 5A. This was the mistake when we cut down the number of Figures 

from the initial draft for meeting the journal requirement. We have now amended this.  

 

3) Thanks for raising this concerns and we checked back our database and specified the related 

anthropometric information as they were also within the range but slightly above the average of 

women with bound feet with BW 48.2 and 47.5 kg; while with BMI of 21.0 and 20.6, respectively. This 

number is close to the mean of the control group.  

 

4) Thanks for pointing out this and we have specified the related information in Supplement III. In fact 

we were able only invite two women with bound feet from Luliang to Hong Kong and the control 

database was Hong Kong local. This could be confounded by lifestyle difference where more active 

lifestyle is associated with better gait and balance. However, the major difference should be explained 

by foot anatomy, i.e. significant small foot size in women with bound feet as compared with that of 

women with normal foot size in Southern China in Yunnan or Hong Kong.  

Reviewer 3 1 General Comments:  

This is an unusual topic. The issue of foot binding is not one that comes up frequently in practice, but 

the effects on bone and potential sequelae is interesting.  

 

N/A  

Thanks for confirming the novel data and their significance of our research!  

2 Specific Comments:  

1) The language needs editing throughout the paper. There are grammatical errors that can easily be 

fixed, but the phrasing and choice of words need to be addressed in multiple areas as it is difficult to 

understand what is being said. An example would be the final sentence in the conclusion of the 

abstract which states, "A compensation mechanism for women with bound feet with no difference in 

fragility fracture might be related on not affected capability in body balance tested for the small 

subset..." A rephrase might be, "Women with bound feet and osteoporosis did not have a higher 

incidence of fragility fracture when compared to controls. This might be explained by a compensation 

in physical activity that improves body balance."  

 

2) I am not sure that most readers would be familiar with heel QUS as a measure of osteoporosis. 

While references are provided, it would be helpful to detail this more in the body of the paper.  

 

3) The data presented for the 2 subjects who were able to undergo DEXA has perhaps been 

overstated in the text as this is really more case report given the small number of subjects.  

 

4) I would like to see relative risk calculations for previous fractures and osteoporosis in Table 1. 
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5) I wonder whether you could comment on potential cultural differences between subjects with bound 

feet vs. non-bound feet and how this might influence subjects' responses on the SF-36 lifestyle 

questionnaire.  

 

 

6) It seems that the final conclusion is that osteoporosis resulting from bound feet does not increase 

the risk for fragility fracture. The lifestyle questionnaire did not show any differences between groups 

in terms of physical activity etc. Yet it is hypothesized that it is the compensatory balance mechanics 

that might explain the lack of difference in fracture risk. This hypothesis seems to contradict the 

findings in the questionnaire and I wonder whether there might be a way to measure gait or balance 

differences between the groups.  

Manuscript:  

Page 2, Lines 21-23  

 

Manuscript:  

Page 5, Lines 19-21  

 

Manuscript:  

Page 2, Line 2  

 

Figure and Table:  

Table 1, and also footnote Lines 4  

 

 

N/A  

 

Manuscript:  

Page 2, Lines 21-23  

& Supplement III: Page 4, Lines 14-20  

 

1) Many thanks for the advice on the rephrasing the Conclusion and the text where appreciated. The 

authors have revised it accordingly and also asked an editor of an English Journal to tine-tune the text 

for this revised version. 

 

2) QUS is a very popular device used for measuring bone structural properties with directly measured 

and/or derived parameters. Specification on SOS and BUA and well as stiffness index are the 3 

characteristic parameters that are normally required to be specified in describing QUS.  

 

3) Agree and this has also been specified by Reviewer No. 1 and we specified ‘2 cases’ in the revised 

version. This is also why we provided these data as Supplements II and III.  

 

 

 

4) Relative risk can only be calculated for longitudinal study. For cross-sectional study, we may 

calculate Odds ratio (OR) to represent ‘relative risk’. We assumed that that previous 

fracture/osteoporosis was the event of concern and “bound feet” was the potential risk factor. In this 

case we obtained the following: OR for previous fracture: 13*76/6*159=1.036 OR for osteoporosis: 

165*30/52*7=13.60. We submitted related information into the Table 1 of the revised version.  

 

5) Thanks for the comment that we discussed but as you concerned it is difficult to determine how 

they may influence subjects’ response on the SF-36 lifestyle questionnaire. We appreciate this 

challenging comment and we are just able to specify this as not specifically validated version for SF-
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36 questionnaire for women with bound feet.  

 

6) Thanks for the comments and in fact we had a case study (a small subset with 2 cases) as 

specified in the Abstract of the MS as well as in the mail body of the manuscript on their testing for 

gait and balance using state-of-the-art facilities in Hong Kong (Supplement III). The data suggested 

that in spite of variation in gait patterns, the balance capability are similar irrespective of size of the 

feet, i.e. significantly smaller in manmade small feet in women with bound feet. Since the subjects 

could not delineate if the previous fracture was a result of fall or spontaneous fracture due to poor 

bone quality, the overall findings implies the essential role of body balance in prevention of fragility 

fracture. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Gu, Yaodong 
Ningbo University 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Feb-2015 

 

- The reviewer completed the checklist but made no further comments 
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